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The problem of sharp boundary, ideal magnetohydrodynamic equilibria in three-dimensional 
toroidal geometry is addressed. The sharp boundary, which separates a uniform pressure, 
current-free plasma from a vacuum, is determined by a magnetic surface of a given vacuum 
magnetic field. The pressure balance equation has the form of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
with a Hamiltonian that is quadratic in the momentum variables, which are the two covariant 
components of the magnetic field on the outer surface of the plasma. The condition of finding a 
unique solution on the outer surface is identical with finding phase-space tori in nonlinear 
dynamics problems, and the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem guarantees that 
such solutions exist for a wide band of parameters. Perturbation theory is used to calculate the 
properties of the magnetic field just outside the plasma. Special perturbation theory is needed 
to treat resonances and it is explicitly shown that there are bands of pressure where there are 
no solutions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to establish a method for 

solving the fully three-dimensional sharp boundary, ideal 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) equilibrium equations in 
toroidal geometry. The sharp boundary model has frequent
ly been used to obtain the gross equilibrium 1,2 and stabil
ity l,3,4 structure of toroidal configurations. To our knowl
edge, the existence of such an equilibrium in fully 
three-dimensional geometrY has not been demonstrated 
previously. Here we develop a method that poses and solves 
the sharp boundary equilibria model. We are able to show 
that sharp boundary equilibria exist in a fully three-dimen
sional vacuum configuration if an appropriate "time-sepa
rated" two-dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the 
action function has single-valued solutions for the space de
rivatives of the action. This type of condition has also been 
specified by Grad6 and independently by Wobig7 for equili
bria where the entire magnetic field is excluded (beta equals 
1) in the finite pressure region. Numerical calculations for 
fully three-dimensional sharp boundary equilibria have been 
attempted by Meyer and Schmitt8 for beta equals 1 plasmas 
and by Betancourt and Garabedian2 for beta less than 1 plas
mas. In this paper we show that the Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion has single-valued solutions for fully three-dimensional 
configurations if beta is sufficiently small. 

II. SHARP BOUNDARY MODEL 

We develop sharp boundary equilibria in terms of a 
vacuum magnetic field Bv , which is generated by a suitable 
distribution of external currents. The field Bv is assumed to 
have a toroidal magnetic surface S, that is. a surface to which 
the field lines are everywhere tangential, that the field lines 
on this surface have an irrational rotational transform, and 
that there are no vacuum currents inside. A somewhat more 
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general definition for a vacuum surface can be formulated 
for field lines that close on themselves, but our definition 
suffices for the purpose of this paper. Having such a surface 
means that the surface S can be generated from a point r = ro 
on S by obtaining the solution of the equation 

dr Bv 

ds = IBvl ' 

where s is the distance along a field line. The existence of 
such a vacuum flux surface has been proved rigorously for 
configurations that can be treated as perturbations from he
lical symmetry.9,IO Vacuum magnetic flux surfaces are be
lieved to exist when perturbations from symmetry are finite. 
This existence question is discussed further in the Appendix. 

Now we consider a sharp boundary equilibrium that 
consists of a constant plasma pressure profile with zero cur
rent inside the surface S and zero pressure outside the sur
face. The magnetic field Bp inside the surface S must then be 
given by 

Bp =ABu ' 

where A is a constant, as then 

VXBp =0 

and 

Bp 00=0, 

where 0 is a unit vector normal to the surface. The value of 
the proportionality constant A is related to the total external 
poloidal current linking the surface S (the poloidal currents 
are carried by vacuum coils outside S, as well as plasma 
surface current on S, and for definiteness the total vacuum 
poloidal current is taken to be 2178"). Outside S one has to 
find the magnetic field Be (Be :;i:Bv except for the degener
ate case of zero pressure and zero surface current on S). 

The existence of finite pressure equilibria in this state 
requires that two conditions be satisfied: (i) that the plas
ma-vacuum interface S be a magnetic surface for not only 
the internal plasma magnetic field Bp but also for the exter
nal vacuum magnetic field Be; (ii) that pressure balance be 
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maintained across S, i.e., 2po = B; - B ~, where Po is the 
plasma pressure. Given Po and Bp , the essential problem is to 
show that the solutions for Be are single valued at every 
point on the surface S. 

The magnetic field Bv , in the enclosed vacuum region 
bounded by S, is derivable from a scalar potential <I> v that 
satisfies Laplace's equation. This potential is subject to the 
conditions that the normal component of Bv vanishes on S 
and that <l>v changes by a fixed value in one toroidal circuit. 
These conditions define a well-posed Neumann problem for 
<l>v: 

V2<1>v = 0 inside S, n· V<I>v = 0 on S, 
(1) 

<l>v (tp = 21T) - <l>v (tp = 0) = C, 

where n is a normal vector on S, tp is a toroidal-like angle, 
and C is a specified constant, which physically is the linked 
poloidal current. By assumption, <I> v (r) defines a magnetic 
field on S that has an irrational rotational transform. 

To represent the field Bv , it is convenient to adopt the 
covariant and contravariant notation that has been empha
sized by Boozer I I (although the Hamiltonian structure to be 
described is independent of the coordinates chosen): 

Bv = V<I>v = Vav XVp v • (2) 

We note that even if only one magnetic surface exists, Vav 

and VPv can be constructed on that surface as discussed in 
Ref. 12. The surface is denoted by a v = const, where a v is 
the enclosed toroidal flux divided by 21T, and Pv then varies 
from zero to 21T in a poloidal transit at constant <I> v . II If one 
introduces poloidal and toroidal angular coordinates, () and 
tjJ, respectively, one has the expressions 

(3) 

where x(av ) is the rotational transform of Bv on the flux 
surface labeled by a v , and 21Tg is the total enclosed poloidal 
current. II The triad (<I> v' a v ,Pv ) provides a label of all spa
tial points on a given flux surface. All functions can be ex
pressed in terms of these three variables. Since the vacuum 
magnetic fields generate an exact surface S, we can use con
vergent Fourier series expressions in the coordinates P v and 
<l>v' In particular, below we will use the following: 

1 I ~ t5""n (f(n-mX)m . p) -=-+ £.. -B2 exp 'l'v -1m v 
B~ B~ "',n=-oo 0 g 

_1_=_1_+ f am,n 
IVav 12 IVav I~ m,n = - 00 IVav I~ 

X (
f(n - mx) m . 'Q) exp 'l'v - Impv 

g 

(4) 

I +a(<I>vl3v) 

IVavl~ 
(5) 

where B~, t5m ,n, a""n' x, IVav I~ are functions only of av, 
15 _ m, _ n = t5:,n' a _ m, _ n = a:,n' and 150 ,0 = ao,o = O. 
Frequently, the symmetry of the problem is such that a 
phase can be chosen so that t5m,n and am,n are real. We shall 
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assume liB ~ and lIlVav 12 are analytic functions of the sur
face variables. In order for these functions to have surface 
derivatives of arbitrary order, am,n and t5m,n must converge 
exponentially for large m and n. We note that even if we 
consider a system where the vacuum surface S is close to 
being destroyed (e.g., when S is in the neighborhood of spa
tial regions where the vacuum magnetic field is ergodic) the 
am,n sequence should still vanish exponentially as is indicat
ed in analyticity studies of somewhat similar nonlinear 
Hamiltonian map problems. 13 

We now attempt to find a sharp boundary equilibrium 
on the surface S, which is defined by a v = const. In the vol
ume A enclosed by S, there is pressure Po, while the total 
external poloidal current just outside S is 21Tg. As noted ear
lier, the magnetic field in A is taken as 

Bp =,.1, B v ' (6) 

where A is a constant that depends parametrically on Po' 
Hence VXBp = 0 in region A. Across S there is a pressure 
jump that is governed by the relationship 

B; =,.1, 2B~ + 2po, (7) 

where Be is the magnetic field just outside S. We can repre
sent Be in terms ofa scalar <I>'(<I>v,av..Bv) as 

a<l>' a<l>' a<l>' 
Be =V<I>'=-V<I>v +-Vav +-VPv ' (8) 

a<l>v aav apv 
Since the normal component of the magnetic field is zero on 
either side of S, we impose the condition Be • Va v = 0, 
which in tum implies the relationship 

8<1>' a<l>' Vav • VPv 
aav apv IVav 12 

(9a) 

and 

(9b) 

Now, combining Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) yields the following 
expression for pressure balance across S: 

I + 2plB ~ = 2H(<I>v..Bv) (10) 

with 

H = J...(a<l> (<I>v..Bv »)2 + J...(a<l> (<I>v..Bv »)2 _1_ 
2 a<l>v 2 apv IVav I~ 

X [l + a(<I>v..Bv)] - (piB ~ )t5(<I>v'Pv) , (11 ) 

where we have rescaled <1>' and Po so that <I>(<I>v..Bv) = <1>'/,.1" 
P = pol A 2. Equation (10) is in the form of a first-order non
linear partial differential equation for the potential 
<I> (<I> v..Bv ), which can be solved by the method of character
istics. This equation also has the form of a time-separated 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation where <I> is Hamilton's charac
teristic function. By introducing the notation P", = a<l> I a<l> v 
and Pp = a<l>lapv, H in Eq. (10) is seen to be the Hamilto
nian of a two degree of freedom autonomous system where 
the system's "energy" is! + plB ~. The Hamiltonian system 
given by Eq. (11) resembles a conventional dynamics prob
lem of a particle in a potential when non-Euclidean coordi
nates are used. 
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The equations determining the characteristics are now 
of the form of Hamilton's equations 

dP,p aH dP(:J aH 
--= --- --= ---

dt act>v' dt apv ' 

dct>v aH dPv aH 
(12) 

--=--, --=--, 
dt ap,p dt ap(:J 

where the Hamiltonian H is given by Eq. (10) and is now 
considered to be a function of /3v, ct> v' P (:J' and P,p . Along the 
characteristics <l>v = ct>v (t) and /3v =/3v (t), the potential 
ct>(t) is governed by the expression 

dct> dct>v d/3v 
-=P,p--+P(:J--' 
dt dt dt 

(13) 

In the canonical system ofEqs. (12), the effective time 
parameter has no particular physical meaning. However, the 
characteristic function ct> has a very important physical 
meaning in that it determines A via the expression 

A = 21Tg/~ct>tor , (14) 

where ~ ct> tor is the jump in <I> upon returning to the same 
spatial point on S after one toroidal transit and no poloidal 
transits. From the jump in ct> in one poloidal transit and no 
toroidal transits, denoted by ~ ct> pol' one finds that the toroi
dal current I tor on the surface S is 

I tor = 21Tg(~ct>poI/~ct>tor) . (15) 

It is well known that a complete solution of the two-dimen
sional Hamilton-Jacobi equation [Eqs. (10)] involves two 
constants, which are conveniently expressed in terms of the 
"actions" ~<I>pol and ~ct>tor' 

We note that the lines offorce of Be on S can be identi
fied with the trajectories determined from Eqs. (12). This 
follows from Eq. (7), which can be written in the form 
Be • V<I>' = A 2B ~ + 2Po. The characteristics of this partial 
differential equation are given byr = r(t '), wherer(t') satis
fies a nonlinear ordinary differential equation, (dr I dt ' ) 
= Be. Consequently, the position vectorr = r(t') traces out 

the lines of force of Be' 
In order to generate an equilibrium, the solution to Eq. 

( 12) must have the periodicity property that for some initial 
values, p#J and P(:Jo, at a point on S with coordinates <1>00 

and /3 00 , a single-valued solution for P,p and P (:J is generated 
at every point on S, i.e., P,p (ct>v + 21Tg, Pv - 21TX) 
= P,p (ct> v,/3v ). We note that upon specification of P,p, ct> v' 

and /3v, P ~ is determined by Eq. (10) as H is conserved. 
However, in general, the solution for P,p is a multi-valued 
function of <l>v and /3v, which can exhibit phase-space is
lands or an ergodic character as has been demonstrated in 
many examples of Hamiltonian nonlinear dynamics (e.g., 
see Refs. 14 and 15). Nevertheless, under certain conditions 
a large class of single-valued solutions for P,p and Pp exist; 
this can be demonstrated by invoking the KAM theorem. 15 

(We emphasize that here we apply the KAM theorem in a 
new context, viz., that of finding single-valued solutions for 
the momentaP,p andPp, in contrast to the use of the KAM 
theorem in Refs. 9 and 10 to assure the existence of vacuum 
magnetic flux surfaces when symmetry is broken.) To apply 
the theorem we shall transform the Hamiltonian given in Eq. 
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(10) to one that is quadratic in momentum variables correct 
to O(c), where 

a:r;!P(:J (8max )1/2 
E;:::: ;:::: P-

2
-

IVavlo Bo 

Here amax is the upper bound of la(ct>v,/3v) I. To find the 
transformation we note that the time-separated Hamilton
Jacobi equation is 

H_J....(act> (ct>,/3 »)2 1 (act> (ct>,/3 »)2 
- 2 a<l>v v v + 21Vav I~ apv v v 

X ( 1 + ~ am,n eXP(itPm,n») 

- ~ L 8m,n exp(itPm,n) , (16) 
Bo m,n 

where tPm,n = (n - mx)ct>vlg - m/3v' This equation could 
also be written in terms of the toroidal and poloidal coordi
nates ct> v and () defined by Eq. (3). See the Appendix. 

Now consider the canonical transformation 

- ay '.', 
.m. =.m. + '" ~ ''''m,n '¥v '¥v ~ - e , 

m,n ap,p 
(17a) 

- ay '.', 
/3 = P + '" ~ ''''m,n V v £"._e, 

m,n ap(:J 
(17b) 

P P- + '" .(n - mx) itPmn ,p =,p 4. I Ym,n e " 
m,n g 

(17c) 

P P- '" . itPmn (:J = (:J - 4. lmy m,n e " (17d) 
m,n 

where we assume Ym,n is a function of P,p and Pp and inde
pendent of the coordinates. [The transformation in Eqs. 
(17) is derivable from a mixed variable generating func
tion.] Substituting Eqs. (17) into Eq. (16) yields 

+ am,n p2 _ L 8 ]eitPm,n + . . . (18) 
2lVavl~ (:J B~ m,n . 

If we choose, 

.( P~gam,n P8m,ng) 
Ym,n=l 2P,p(n-mx)IVavl~ - B~(n-mx)P,p , 

(19) 

then using P,p ;:::: I we see that the Y m,n = O( c) and the low
est-order Hamiltonian is 

(20) 

The Hamiltonian possesses four additional terms beside the 
kinetic energy terms of Eq. (20). These are O[r!.,n 

2 . ...2 2 • .2 2 -(n - mx) 115 ], oem fm,nl21Vav 10)' O(P(:JmYm,nam,nl 
IVav I~), and O(m2r!.,nam,nI2IVav I~). We require each of 
these to be small compared to P~/21Vav I~. This yields a set 
of inequalities, the most stringent of which comes from the 
term O(m2r!.,nI2IVav I~). Equation (20) is in error by 
terms of O(€3) and thus to leading order P,p and Pp are 
constants, provided 
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1

21vav I~ (n - mx) 1 > IPp I> 1 ;Zpg{jm,n I· 
gmam,n B 0 (n - mx) 

(21a) 

It can be shown that the failure of the left-hand inequality in 
Eq. (21a) is associated with islands induced by a modifica
tion of the vacuum equilibrium caused by toroidal current 
on the flux surfaces, while the failure of the right-hand ine
quality is associated with islands induced by adding pressure 
inside the surface S. The interval for Pp required by Eq. 
(2Ia) can always be found, provided 

pl{jm,nam,n l.im2 
<1. 

2B ~ (n - mx)2lVav I~ 
(2Ib) 

When this condition is satisfied, the island chains associated 
with toroidal current and pressure can simultaneously be 
treated perturbatively. It is clear that if {j m,n approaches zero 
sufficiently rapidly as m and n approach 00, and x is irra
tional (e.g., see Refs. 5, 14, and 15), this condition will be 
satisfied for the expansion parameter p{jmax I B ~ sufficiently 
small. Then, the external magnetic field of the form 

B - 21Tg (p B BvXVav P ) 
e - a<l>tor '" v + IVav 12 p 

is determined just outside S. 
Once the magnetic field is known on the outer plasma 

interface, one can calculate the required vacuum currents in 
a volume V outside S, which, together with the plasma sur
face current, generates the magnetic field Be on S. Although 
the currents in Vare not unique, the magnetic fields that they 
generate in the vicinity of S are unique. A set of currents can 
be calculated to arbitrary accuracy using the theory ex
plained in Ref. 16. 

Thus we have shown that the existence of an equilibrium 
to the sharp boundary stellarator model is tantamount to 
demonstrating that Eqs. (12) possess unique solutions for 
P", and P p on the surface S. Since the Hamiltonian has a 
lowest-order form independent of coordinates, which is giv
en by Eq. (20), it follows from the KAM theorem that for 
sufficiently small p{jmax/B~ that there is a band of initial 
conditions, around small P p, leading to single-valued solu
tions of Eqs. (12) with a measure approaching unity. 

For a given spectrum of {jm,n and am,n' one can attempt 
to find a periodic solution of Eq. (12) numerically. If one 
starts with initial values for the variables P"" Pp , <l>v, and/3v 
[the pressure p is determined from Eq. (10)], one can ascer
tain with surface of section plots, of say Pp vs /3v at 
<l>v = 21Tgr with r an integer, whether single-valued solu
tions are attained. If this happens, the A =21Tg1 a <I> tor' and 
the enclosed toroidal current is 

I tor = 21Tg(a<l>pol /a<l>tor) . 

When I tor and p are given, one can attempt to satisfy this 
equation by iteration of initial values. 

III. ANALYTIC CALCULATIONS 

Let us now assume thatp8maxlB~ :::::e<1 and demon
strate how analytic solutions can be obtained (we will use 
this altered definition of € in the remainder of the paper). 
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For definiteness we shall search for solutions where the total 
enclosed toroidal current is small, We assume the following 
form for the solution ofEq. (10): 

<I> = a<l>v + axe IVav 1~/3.!g + <1>1 (<I>v,,8v) , 

where a and Xc are constants and a a<l>l/a<I>v :::::xcla 
= O(e). We also note from Eq. (14) that 

1/a = (1 - xXc IVa v 1~/g2)Ao( p) f-LAo( p) , (22) 

where Ao is the value of A with resonances neglected. As p 
increases, the rotational transform of the external field Be 
will change. At some value of pressure, we isolate the reso
nant term with (N 1M) closest to the rotational transform 
x ( p) of Be. The sums in Eqs. (4) and (5) can be divided 
into a sum of nonresonant terms plus one resonant term, For 
example, Eq, (4) can be rewritten 

p _ p +,,' p{jm,n (i(n - mx) <I> . /3) 
-2 --2 k. --2- exp v -lm v 
B v Bo m,n Bo g 

+ BP2 L {jrM,rN exp( - irM'I/J') 
o r 

=(PIB~)[1 + {jN(<I>vl3v) +{jR(M'I/J')] , (23) 

where'I/J' =/3v - (N 1M -x)<I>.!g,andtheprimedsumex
cludes the resonance terms (m,n) = (rM,rN) with r an in
teger. 

We define Xo ( p) as the rotational transform in the ab
sence ofthe resonant term {jrM,rN' We then renormalize the 
/3v coordinate by seeking a transformation, 

/3v =/30+/31(<I>vl3v;p) 

=/30 + {j/3I(<I>vlJv;P) + [xo(p) -x]<I>vlg, (24) 

for which (d/301dt) = 0 in the absence ofthe resonant con
tributions {jrM,rN' arM,rN and other higher-order resonant 
mode coupling terms in the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (10) 
(we will not calculate to a high enough order to treat the 
higher-order resonant terms). Also, in Eq. (24) {j/31 is non
secular. The transformation can be found iteratively if 
1{j/31 (<I>v ,/30) I :::::O(e). We denote 

<1>1 (<I>v,/3v) = <I> IN (<I>v,/3v ) + <l>IR (<I>v,/3v) , (25) 

where <l>IN (<I>v,/3v) is the nonsecular solution to Eq. (10) 
with the resonant terms, {j M,N and a M,N neglected, and 
<I> IR (<I> v,/3v ) is the resonant contribution. 

With a straightforward ordering in e we define 

<PIN (<I>v,/30):::<I>IN (<I>v,/3v) , (26) 

where we iterate Eq. (24) to express /3v in terms of <I> v and 
/30 (/30 is the label for the best calculation of a fixed field line 
just on the outer side of S when resonant terms are neglect
ed). Thereby, /3v is now considered a function of /30 and <I> v . 
Note that upon splitting <PIN into two parts, 

<PIN = <Pl,V + <P\~ , 
and by defining 

axo(p) = axf/)(p) + axf/)(p)==xo(p) -x, 

we obtain 

a<f>(l) 2 
2a~=J!....{j (<I> R) a<l> B 2 N v,po, 

v 0 
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where 

ci>LV:::::Ax6')(P):::::O(E), ci>g):::::Ax62)(p):::::O(~). 

We have used the following notation for the second term on 
the right-hand side ofEq. (30): 

[G(eI>u..Bo)) N 

= L Gm,nexp(i(n - mx~(p»)eI>u) - G
R 

(M¢), 
m,n g -lm/3o 

G R (M¢) = L GrM,rN exp( - irM¢) , 
r 

where the resonance angle ¢ is defined by 

(
N ) el>u ¢ = /30 - M - xo( p) g' 

We also observe that we have treated a max as arbitrary, but 
we shall calculate to high enough order so that a correct 
expression for the rotational transform, Xo ( P ), is obtained 
even when a max :::::E, 

To obtain the expressions for 0/3, and the nonresonant 
rotational transform shift Axo( p), we consider the follow
ing equation: 

d/3u aH lapp 1 ael>(eI>u,/3u)/a/3u 
-= =--2 . (31) 
del>u aH lap", IVau I ael>(eI>ul3u )!ael>u 

Upon neglecting the resonant terms on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (31), ordering in E, and using Eq. (24), we have 

d/3u =d8/31 + [xo(p) -x] , (32) 
del> u del> u g 

ael>(eI>u..Bu) aci>\~(eI>u..Bo) ~ (33) 
ael> = a + ael> + O( ), 

u u 

ael>( el>u..Bu) 

a/3u 

d8/3, = ( 1 aci>'N(eI>u..BO») 
del>u alVau 12 a/3o N 

_ Ax6i)(P) + (xclvau~~) , 
g glVaul N 

(35) 

while correct to O(~) we have 
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- 2 
_ [xo(p) -x] + ( 1 2 ael>\)) , (36) 

g alVau I a/3o N 

where Xo ( p) - x is the total nonresonant shift in the rota
tional transform to O(~). 

We begin the iteration by observing that the solution of 
Eq. (29), with the boundary condition for single-valued
ness, ci>LV [eI>u - 21Tg, /30 + 21TXo( p)] = ci>\~ (eI>u ..Bo), is 

ci>\~(eI>u..Bo) = - i~ L' om,n eXPCi¢m,n), (37) 
aB 0 m,n n - mxo ( p) 

with ¢m,n = [n - mxo( p) ] el>u Ig - m/3o. Substituting Eq. 
(37) into Eq. (35) allows for the solution for 0/31' The con
dition that 0/31 be bounded also determines X61) ( p). We find 

0/31 = L' i expCi¢m,n ) 
m,n [n - mxo( p)] 

(38) 

mOm,na!"n 
--~--....:.:.:.::.:-- + Xc . 
[n - mxo( p)] 

(39) 

Note that X6i)(P) -x = O(E"amax )' Should amax:::::O(E) 
we need to calculate xo( p) to one more order, to obtain 
xo( p) - x accurately. 

We now substitute Eqs. (37)-(39) into Eq. (30). The 
condition that ci>g) be bounded demands that the average 
part of the right-hand side vanishes, from which we find after 
some algebra that a2 is given by 

2p (aci>LV)2 =1+--
B~ ael>u 

where,u is given in Eq. (22) and 

A = j"~OO [J~~" del>~ A (eI>~ ..Bo) ] 

2e1>u 

denotes the definition ofthe average of A. Now using pol A ~ 
= p, where Po is the original unnormalized pressure, we find 
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_1 = {I _ (a<i>W)2 
A 6 a<l>v 

_ [_l_(a<i>W +ax IVav I6 )2] } 
IVav 12 apO C g N 

",2 
X-----'---

(1 - 2polB6) 
(41 ) 

The average quantities have the specific form 

(
acP(l»)2 a2p218 12 
----.2.!!.- = '" 0 m," 

a<I> £.. 4 ' v n,m B 0 

(42) 

I' ms8m,n8~tas_m,t_n ) 

+ s,t [n - mxo( p)][t - sxo( p)] 

2 2 ,~. 2 21V 12 a Po '" mUm,nam,n Xc a a v 0 - -2-Xc £.. + . (43) 
B 0 m,n n - mxo ( p) gZ 

We also note that in Eqs. (42) and (43), we can use the 
approximation a2=a5 = 1 +2p1B5 = 1/(l-2polB5) 
andp = pol (1 - 2PolB5)· 

To obtain xo( p) to second order, we note that in Eq. 
(36) the boundedness condition on 8131 demands that the 
average of the right-hand side vanish. We observe that a 
tedious calculation of <i>j~ is needed if one is to obtain an 
expression correct to 0 ( i2) to all orders to a max ' However, 
the average ofthelastterm in Eq. (36) isO(amax i2), where
as the average of the first term is O(amaxE). Thus the last 
term is always small compared to the first term, even when 
a max :::::; E, and we can neglect the last term in Eq. (36). Then 
when we set the average of the remaining terms ofthe right
hand side ofEq. (36) to zero, we find 

, p~gZ 
xo(p)=x+xc+I IV 12B4 

n,m a v 0 0 

- p~ I' m8m , .. a:',n 

B ~ IVav I~ n,m [n - mxo( p)] 

+ O(~) + O(i2amax ) . (44) 

We now consider the equation for <l>IR (<I>v,/3v) 
= <i>IR (<I>v,/3o), the resonant contribution. To leading order 

in p8R (Mt/J)IB 6 =ER [see just after Eq. (30) for defini
tions] we obtain from Eq. (10) the following equation for 
<i>IR (<I>v,/3o): 

2a a<i>IR I 1 [(a<i>IR) I ]2 - 2p 8 M 
a<I>v Po + IVav l2 apo <1>, - B6 R( t/J), 

(45) 

where we have upgraded the order of a<i>IRlapo to be 
O( E}(2), so that the three terms in Eq. (45) are comparable. 
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Let us further assume that we can treat as higher order the 
terms in Eq. (45) that depend on both cI>v and t/J. Then, in 
Eq. (45) we approximate 1/IVav 12 as 

1 1 
IVa

v 
12 = IVa

v 
15 [1 + aR (Mt/J)] , 

where 

aR (Mt/J) = I arM,rN exp( - irMt/J) . 
r 

This procedure can be justified using a space averaging tech
nique that we will not attempt to formulate here. 

Equation (45) now has cI> v as an ignorable coordinate if 
t/J rather than the Po is treated as an independent coordinate. 
In terms of t/J and cI> v' Eq. (45) becomes 

a<i>IR I 2a (N )a<i>IR 1 (a<i>IR )2 2a-- -- --xo(p) --+-- --
a<l>v '" g M at/J IVav l5 at/J 

X [1 + aR (Mt/J)] = 2p 8R (Mt/J) . (46) 
B~ 

Equation (46) is of Hamiltonian form with momenta 
P", = a<i> IR lat/Jand8P", = a<i>IRla<I>v I",. Since the variable 
cI>v is ignorable in this Hamiltonian, 8P", = a<i>IRI 
a<I> v I", = const. Equation (46) can be separated by letting 
<PIR = cI>IR (t/J) + 8P",<I>v, where8P", isaconstant. The so
lution for acI>IR lat/J is 

g ~ <l>IR (t/J) = a(N - xo( p»)lvav I~ [1 + aR (Mt/J)] -I 
at/J M 

- alVav I~Q(Mt/J) , (47) 

where 

Q(Mt/J) 

= [1+a~(Mt/J)][(Z-Xo(p)r 
_ gZ[1 +aR(Mt/J)] (2a8P _ 2p 8 (Mt/J»)] 112. 

a2lVavl~ '" B~ R 

The solution for <i>IR is then 

<i>IR = 8P", <l>v 

The constant 8P", is determined by the condition that we 
do not obtain anymore toroidal current than what we have 
already accounted for in calculating xc' This demands that 
<I> lR does not change if t/J changes by 21T I M at fixed cI> v' This 
leads to the condition that determines 8P", : 

N _ X ( ) = f~1T dt/J Q( t/J) 
MOP f6"dt/J[1 +aR(t/J)]-1 

(49) 

Note from this condition that the sign of the square root in 
the definition Q(Mt/J) is the sign of N 1M - xo( pl. 

To evaluate the change of rotational transform caused 
by the resonance term, we have, from Eqs. (31) and (32), 
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dPu 1 ~(<I>u.Pu )lapu 

d<l>u = IVau 12 ~(<I>u.PU )la<'Pu 

1 ~IN(<I>u.Pu )Iapu [1 + O(ER )] 

= IVau 12 (a + a<l> INla<l>u) 

1 a<'P1R [1 0 E ] 50 
+ alVa

u 
12 apv + () . ( ) 

With the definition 

Pu==/30+6pl + [xo(p) -x]<I>vlg, (51) 

we have, from Eqs. (50), (51), and the definition of tP, 

dPo ~IRlatP d [(N ) <I> v ] 
d<l>u = alVa

u 
12 = d<l>u tP + M - xo( p) g' (52) 

Therefore using Eqs. (52) and (47) and keeping only reso
nance terms in IVau 1

2
, we have 

dtP = _1-(N _ xo( P») + 1 + aR (MtP) ~IR 
d<l>u g M alVau I~ atP 

Q(MtP) [1 + aR (MtP)] 
(53) 

g 

We define 6.<I>u as the change in <IIu when tP changes by 
21TI M. Then integrating Eq. (53) over a period in tP, gives 

6.<1> = _ (gIM) (21T dtP (54) 
v Jo Q(tP) [1 +aR(tP)] 

The change of the rotational transform, .:l.x R ( p), 
caused by the resonance term, is given by 

(55) 

where t:../30 is the change of /30 when tP changes by 21TIM. 
Then, using 

t:../30 = 6.[ tP + (Z - xo( P») :v ] 
21T (N )6.<I>u = M + M-xo(P) g (56) 

and Eq. (54), we find 

.:l.xR (p) = (N _ xo( P») + 21Tg , 
M M6.<I>v 

(57) 

where 6.<IIv is given by Eq. (54). 
The total change of rotational transform is 

x( p) = xo( p) +.:l.xR (p) = N 1M + 21TgIM6.<IIv , (58) 

where .:l.xo ( p) is given by Eq. (44) and.:l.x R ( p) is given by 
Eqs. (57) and (54). 

We also note that at fixed Po + xo( p)<I>vlg, the change 
in <I> in a toroidal transit is 

6.<IItor = <I>[<I>v + 21Tg'po - 21TXo( p)] - <I>(<IIv.Po) 

= 21TgI[ Ao( p) + 6P~] . (59) 

Hence 

1 a<lltor 1 (j 
A(p) = 21Tg = Ao(p) + P~. (60) 

We now evaluate Xo ( p) more explicitly. First of all ob
serve that as we change a parameter such as pressure or to-
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roidal current, then if Q( tP)-<> somewhere in the interval of 
integration, a separatrix is approached. In this case one can 
readily ascertain that a<ll v -+ 00 logarithmically. Hence from 
Eq. (58) at the separatrix, x ( p )-+N 1M. Far from the separ
atrix, we can assume the term containing [N 1M - xo( p) ] 2 

in the square root terms of Eqs. (49) and (54) is the largest. 
Then expanding these two equations to linear order in 6P ~ 
and quadratic order in 6i, we find 

6P = - p2g2 _1_ f~1T dtP 6i (tP) [1 + a R (tP) ] (61) 
~ 2a3B~ IVavl~ 21T[NIM-xo(p)F ' 

6.<11 = _ 21Tg 
v [N -Mxo(p)] 

X(l + 6P~g2 
alVav I~ [N 1M - xo( p)]2 

pg2 f~1T dtPaR (tP)6R (tP) 

a2lVa. I~ [N 1M - xo( p) ]221T 

3g4 p2 +-_--!:.._-
41T a4B ~ IVav I~ 

f~1T dtfJd6i (tP) [ 1 + aR (tP)] 2) 
X . 

[N 1M -XO(p)]4 
(62) 

Using Eq. (61), and expanding in a Fourier expansion, we 
find 

6.<11 = _ 21Tg 
v [N -Mxo(p)] 

X(l + ~ g4p216rM,rNI2 
+- a4B~IVavl~[NIM-xo(p)]4 

_ g2p6rM,rNa~M,rN [1 + O(ER )] ). (63) 
a2Vav I~ B ~ [N 1M - xo( p)]2 

Substituting Eq. (63) into Eq. (58) then yields 

x(p) =xo(p) + L gpo rM,rN 
( 

4 216 12 
r B~IVavl~[NIM-xo(p)]3 

g2P06rM,rNa~M,rN) (64) 
-IVavl~B~[NIM-xo(p)] . 

Similarly, from Eqs. (60) and (61), we have 

_1_=_1_[1_ p~g2 
A(p) Ao(p) 2B~IVavl~ 

X~ [NIM~Xo(p)]2(16rM,rNI2 
+ ~6rM,rN6!v"Na(S_ rlM(.- rlN)] , (65) 

where we have USedAo( p) = 1Ia. Observe that, when some
what off-resonance, Eqs. (64) and (65) give a contribution 
from the resonance term that matches the most resonant 
contribution from the nonresonant terms given in Eqs. (44) 
and ( 40) [together with Eq. (43) ], which indicates that the 
results of our special resonant methods overlap with the re
sults of the nonresonant method. 

It is interesting to consider in somewhat more detail the 
structure of our result at resonance. To do this explicitly, let 
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us assume all am,n = 0 and in the spectrum 6rM,rN' only 
r = ± 1 terms are important. Further, we assume the 6m,n 

are real and there is zero net equilibrium current so that 
Xc = O. In this case Eq. (44), Q(M",) , and Eq. (48) become 

, p2g216m,n 12 
fuo(p) =Xo(p) -X = L -4--...:;2-=-4...:.....;.~--

n,m a IVa.loBo[nlm -xo(p)] 

x( g2 + 1), (66) 
IVa. I~ [nlm - xo( p)]2 

Q(M",) = ± [(Z-XO(P)Y 

g2 ( 4JM )] 112 - 2a8P¢J -~cosM'" , 
a21Va 12 B2 • 0 0 

(67) 

where we have explicitly indicated that either the plus or 
minus may be the appropriate choice for Q(M",). 

- Iva.I~(N) ~IR =8P¢J~. +a-
g
- M-xo(P) '" 

- ~ IVa. I~ r'" d",' Q(M",') . (68) 
g Jo 

The condition for zero current, which is the requirement 
that <i>IR be nonsecular in '" for constant ~. [i.e., 
ci>IR ('" = 0) = <i>IR ('" = 21TIM)], then gives 

N 1 l2~ 
--xo(p) =- d"'Q("'), 
M 21T 0 

(69) 

where the integral on the right-hand side can be expressed in 
I 

± N ± • dXo(P~/M) 
XO(PNIM) - M= (PNIM -PNIM) dp + ... 

terms of an elliptic integral if desired. 
Now, let P N 1M be a pressure that would produce a separ

atrix (i.e., where the total rotational transform is N 1M as 
previously discussed). Further, we define P~/M such that 
XO(P~/M) = N 1M. We now show that for sufficiently small 
8M,N there are two solutions forpN IM,Pf;IM' andpNIM' near 
P~/M' such that 

PNIM <P~/M <Pf;IM' 

Further, in the interval 

(70) 

PNIM <P <Pf;IM , (71) 

there are no single-valued, zero net toroidal current solu
tions, while outside there intervals, if N 1M is arbitrary and 
6 N,M sufficiently small, this perturbation calculation exhib
its zero net toroidal current solutions. 

To calculate PffIM' we note that as PfflM represents a 
separatrix solution, the amplitude of the cosine term in Q( "') 
is equal to the constant term. The integral in Eq. (69) is then 
readily evaluated and we find 

. fi1 (4..2. 16 1)112 X (± ) _ N = ± 2 ~ <5 PNIM M,N 
o PNIM M 2B21V 12 ' 1T a 0 a v 0 

(72) 

- 2PNIM alVavo 12 (N .)2 
6P¢J = aB~ 18M,NI + 2g2 M -XO(PNIM) , 

(73) 

where for definiteness we have assumed Xo(Pf;IM) > N 1M. 
If we now expand about P = p~ 1M' we find, using Eq. 

(44), 

= 2(PffIM - P~/M)fuo(P~/M) (1 + L ' g2P~~MI8m.n I 2{3g2/1 Vav IHnim - XO(P~/M>] -2 + 1})-1 
P~/M n,m a4lVavl~BHnlm -xo(p~IM)r 

For simplicity let us assume that the summation term in the 
denominator of Eq. (74) is much less than unity. To esti
mate the restriction that this assumption imposes, we further 
assume N>I, M>I, and consider those n's and m's with 
values n=N+O(I), m=M+O(l) for which 8m,n 
z6M,N and nlm -XO(P~/M) = O(IMI- I

). The contribu
tion to those sums from terms in nand m can then be roughly 
evaluated to give the restriction 

g2p~/MI6M,NI/IVavl~B~ < 11M2. (75) 

The terms far from resonance in the sum of Eq. (74) add a 
contribution that is very roughly 0 [fuo (p~ 1M) ], and we 
need to restrict ourselves to the case fuo (p~ 1M) < 1. 

We now substitute Eq. (74) intoEq. (72), and we find 
upon iteration, 
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(74) 
I 

The condition IPfflM - P~/M l/p~/M<1 then requires 

g2P~/MI6M,NI <IAx2(. )1. (77) 
B~IVavl~ 0 PNIM 

We define a minor resonance at Xo (p~ 1M) = N 1M as the 
condition 

g2p~,MI8M,NI <Min(_I_,fu2 (. »). (78) 
(B~IVavl~) M2 0 PNIM 

If the inequality given in Eq. (78) is satisfied, as well as 
Axo(p~/M)<I, then Eq. (76) gives the values ofp =PfflM 
on the separatrix. There are no single-valued solutions in the 
interval given by Eq. (71) for sharp boundary equilibria 
with zero net toroidal current. Of course with a specified net 
toroidal current, one may find equilibria in the pressure in
terval given in Eq. (71), but the gaps in the pressure would 
then be shifted to other values that can be calculated using 
the methods developed here. 

As a numerical example, let us consider the case of only 
two harmonic pairs, 8 ± (m,n) with 18 ± (M,N) 1<18 ± (m,n) I· 
When 6 M,N = 0 a solution can be obtained exactly in terms 
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of elliptic integrals. With the notation xo(fJ) = xo(fJB ~I 2) 
and with the parameters x = 0.245, g/lVav 10 = 1, 
«53,1 = «5 _ 3, _ 1 = 5 X 10-2, the exact solution to xo(fJ 1/4) 
= 0.25 is fJ 1/4 (exact) = 0.05210, where fJ 1/4 
= 2p1/4IB~. 

The approximate solution for xo(f3 1/4) using Eq. (66) 
becomes 

x (fJ. ) =x+ P174 1«5 121 + [1-XO(P1/4)]2 
o 114 204 3,1 B _ xo(P 1/4) ] 3 

Thus, replacing xo(fJ 1/4) by 0.25, we can get the value for 
fJ 1/4==/3 TI4 (apprx) = 0.04795a2 and from 0

2 = 1 + p, 
we obtain P 1/4 (apprx) = 0.05036. The error is e 
= [fJ 1/4 (apprx) - fJ 1/4 (exact)]lp 1/4 (exact) = 3.3 
X 10-2

• When we include the resonant term, 
«54,1 = «5 _ 4. _ 1 = 5 X 10-6

, the equations for the gap boun
daries are 

xo(fJ 1'74) = ~ ± .!(P 1~4 1«54.1 1)112 
4 1T 0 

The solutions for fJ 1'74 are then found to be 

P jj4 = 0.05300, fJ il4 = 0.04759 . 

Naturally, the gap defined by fJ 1'74 is centered around P 1/4 
(exact). If we shift the gap by the amount P 1/4 (ex
act) - fJ 1/4 (apprx), we obtain the corrected values 

fJ ij4 (corrected) = 0.05474, 

P il4 (corrected) = 0.04933. 

Figure 1 shows the results of the numerical solution of 
Eq. (12). The dashed line is the rotational transform with 
only one harmonic pair, «5 ± (3,1) = 0.05, The result is known 
exactly, so that no iteration is involved. The dots show the 
rotational transform when «54,1 = 5 X 10-6 is added to the 
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FIG. 1. Structure of the gap in beta for zero net toroidal current equilibria. 
The parameters chosen are am .• = 0, ti.,m = ° except for ti3,1 

= ti -3,-1 = 5x 10-2
, ti.,1 = ti_4, -I = 5X 10-6

, and g/lVav 10 = 1. The 
dashed curve is the exact solution for xo(f3B & 12) and the large dots are the 
numerical solution obtained by integrating the solutions of the equations for 
the characteristics with those initial values that produce zero toroidal cur
rent. 
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«5m•n spectrum. The solutions are obtained by looking for 
zero current by iteration, and the error bars denote the un
certainty in the value of the rotational transform when the 
field line is followed for a finite interval. The corrected val
ues P 1'74 are plotted as vertical lines. It can be readily seen 
that excellent agreement is obtained between the numerical 
results and the analytic predictions for the gap. No equilibria 
are found in the beta gap and the size of the gap correlates 
well with the analytic calculation. 

We conclude with a brief discussion of ergodic struc
ture. It is well known in Hamiltonian dynamics problemsl4 

that near the separatrix, the solutions in a surface of section 
plot will be ergodic in an exponentially small interval of en
ergy near the separatrix. Thus we observe that in our prob
lem near the separatrix the magnetic field will be ergodic in 
an exponentially small interval of pressure even if the ine
quality Eq. (78) is valid. As the inequality becomes less well 
satisfied, the ergodic interval increases. Roughly, the break
down ofEq. (78) is equivalent to the island overlap condi
tion, for which our technique of isolating a single resonance 
term is totally invalid. To treat the ergodic solutions in more 
detail requires additional techniques that we will not develop 
here. However, many properties of the ergodic behavior can 
be determined from known results. 14 
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APPENDIX: COMMENTS ON ASSUMPTIONS AND 
OTHER TOPICS 

A fundamental assumption of this paper is that there are 
systems without symmetry where an exact vacuum field 
magnetic flux surface with irrational rotational transform 
exists. As mentioned in the text, this assumption can be 
proved rigorously for systems whose deviation from symme
try can be treated as a perturbation. Given a parameter € that 
measures the deviation from symmetry, KAM analysis es
tablishes a lower bound on the value of € where one finds flux 
surfaces. It is expected, and we have assumed, that one will 
be able to find surfaces even for € z 1 (fully three-dimension
al equilibria). This statement is suggested from Greene's 
analysis of the standard map for the determination of the 
breakdown of the last KAM surface, 17 modern renormaliza
tion theory in nonlinear dynamics,14 and many direct nu
merical calculations of vacuum magnetic flux surfaces in 
three-dimensional configurations. 18.19 

In regard to finding vacuum flux surfaces, it is of interest 
to consider the following problem. Suppose we are given a 
toroidal surface S enclosing a zero current region and we 
wish to determine if this surface can be a vacuum flux sur
face. We observe that the following Neumann problem has a 
unique solution: find <I> v (r) inside S given that V2<1> v (r) = 0 
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inside S, act> v / an = 0 on S, and that <I> v changes by unity 
along any path that returns to its point of origin after one 
toroidal circuit and an arbitrary number of poloidal circuits. 

The solution to this problem is unique. It follows that 
the magnetic field (Bv = V<I> v ) on S either generates a mag
netic flux surface with an irrational rotational transform, or 
the magnetic field closes on itself. 

An interesting question that we have not solved is to 
determine, given the surface S, some general statements as to 
when a flux surface exists (i.e., where one magnetic field line 
generates the entire surface). For certain classes of surfaces 
with near helical symmetry, flux surfaces should be generat
ed nearly always. However, it is possible that if the surface is 
too far away from any symmetry, one will find that the field 
lines generated on S all close on themselves. Such a situation 
is reminiscent of results with circle maps where with a large 
enough perturbation, one cannot find curves with irrational 
winding numbers, just rational curves. 20 

One special degenerate case is a surface S that is toroi
dally symmetric. The solution to this problem is 

<l>v = ¢>/21T' , 

where ¢> is the conventional azimuthal angle about the axis of 
symmetry i. Clearly, the magnetic field lines lie on S but 
close on themselves and the rotational transform is zero. 

We can still attempt to find a sharp boundary equilibri
um on the surface S and seek single-valued solutions for P '" 
and P p of Eq. (12) with a pressure Po inside the surface S. If 
we demand that the toroidal plasma current is zero, there are 
no solutions, as it is well known that zero toroidal current 
stellarators do not exist with toroidal symmetry. However, if 
we allow solutions with finite toroidal current on the surface 
S, then solutions exist. Weare then describing a sharp 
boundary tokamak. There of course remains the important 
physical problem of determining the vacuum currents that 
one must add in vacuum vertical field coils outside S to sup
port the plasma contained within the surface S. This prob
lem has a well-defined answer. 

We showed in the text that given S, gaps occur as one 
varies Po and the total plasma toroidal current. In these gaps 
one cannot find solutions. When one considers a surface with 
toroidal symmetry, the gap always encompasses the region 
of zero toroidal current. 

We conclude with the following brief discussion. In de
veloping our Hamiltonian formalism we chose to use <I> v and 
flv as independent coordinates. This choice may be some
what confusing because flv is not a usual surface coordinate 
in that the condition for single-valuedness of a function 
G( <I> v /Jv ) is 

G(<I>v + 277g/Jv - 21T'x) = G(<I>v/Jv)' 

If, instead, one uses <I> v and () [defined by Eq. (3)] as 
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coordinates, the single-valuedness condition for a function 
6(<I>v,() has the usual form 

6(<I>v + 277g,() = 6(<I>v'() . 

In terms of <l>v and (), the Hamiltonian for the system 
can be written as 

I + 2polB~ = 2H'(<I>v'() 

p,2 
=J..(P~ +xP e)2+ (J 

2 2lVavl~ 

X [1 + a' (<I>v'()) - p~ c5'(<I>v'() , 
Bo 

where 

c5'(<I>v,() = L c5m,n exp(in<l>v/g - im() , 
"',n 

a'(<I>v'() = L am,n exp(in<l>v/g - im() , 
m,n 

and one can readily show that P e = P {3 and P ~ 
=P", -xPp . 

The arguments used in the text to reduce the Hamilto
nian to one that to lowest order is a function only of mo
menta, will follow with nearly identical manipulations. 
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